Our approach
This project recognised the need for a public engagement process that was attuned to
people’s feelings, attachments, values and beliefs about the spaces they live in. Luci
Gorell Barnes, an experienced socially engaged artist was brought in to work in the local
community, stimulating and supporting creative conversations about Colliter’s Brook and
the Malago, two rivers that flow through South Bristol. She designed and delivered
informal mapping processes that had participants as the subjects rather than the objects
of the research. This process was directly supported by research associate Katherine
Phillips, and Helen Adshead, a community enabler and wildlife guide, and reflective
meetings with lead researcher Lindsey McEwen and creative advisor Iain Biggs. Using
conversational models of knowledge production to support people’s specific cultural
contexts and concerns, we deepened our understandings of the connections between
people, place and water.
Project journals
Luci kept journals to document and reflect on the creative process. These books bring
together different influences, images and ideas and have an intimacy that comes from
being illustrated, handwritten and very much from her specific point of view. The books
were available for people to read so they could get an overview of the project and see
where their contributions sat within it. The journals show the work in progress, and aim to
make the research process more accessible and transparent.
Once a position is reached it can be easy to forget how you arrived at it, and the journals
played an important role in our emergent process - reminding us of how events and
understandings unfolded at the time. Not knowing exactly where you are going can be an
important part of a creative process, and looking back over the journals allowed what can
feel like a rather haphazard journey to be retraced and reflected on in detail and depth.

Pages from Luci’s journal

Working with older people
Following conversations with our partners and stakeholders including those from
Southville Community Development Association, Bristol City Council Flood Prevention
Team and the Environment Agency, we decided to work with participants from either end
of the age spectrum. We began by making contact with three older people’s groups Memories of Be’minster, Windmill Hill City Farm older people’s group and Making Time as well as with the local launderette and hair salon.

Jane in her salon
We met with each group several times and our conversations focused on the two local
rivers and the roles they had played in people’s lives. Local maps and water themed
objects played pivotal roles as prompts and people shared their stories about fishing for
tiddlers, working in the tannery and doing the family laundry. Some people drew their own
maps with personal landmarks on them and Pat wrote a poem.

Colin’s map

Pauline’s map

Story and mapping session with memories of Be’minster

Shirley’s map

Mavis’s map

Bob’s map
Everyone we talked with remembered where they were and what they were doing when
the floods struck South Bristol in July 1968 and their stories carried a sense of their
shared resilience in the face of such a challenging local event.
Luci illustrated their watery memories. She found their stories were not complete
narratives so much as visual fragments, which she tried to show by representing
what seemed to be key images, and letting everything else fall away. She then produced
a book called Tales of two rivers: older people’s stories of Colliter’s Brook and the River
Malago, copies of which were given to participants and stakeholders.
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Working with two local schools
Making maps of personal landmarks
We worked with pupils from Years Five and Six in two local primary schools - one close
to Colliter’s Brook and the other by the Malago. The sessions began with Luci showing
examples of her work. The two main aims of this are to act as a leveler, revealing her
own vulnerability before asking others to engage in quite a personal way, and to
demonstrate that she values the subtle and particular knowledge that people’s narrative
maps can represent.
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We then encouraged the children to make maps based on their own feelings, memories
and ideas of their local area. By looking at their maps we started to understand how they
experience neighbourhood and themselves within it.
Key points for this work
• We didn’t mention our agenda of rivers at first because we wanted to start with the
children articulating their own perspectives and concerns.
• We used postcards for our maps because this was an achievable task to people to
do.
• We all used the same simple good quality materials so there was a visual
congruence to the work.
• We listened to, supported and extended their storytelling.

Participant’s personal landmarks map 1

Participant’s personal landmarks map 2

Participant’s personal landmarks map 3
Participants’ feedback
‘With my map I didn’t stop because I know this area really well so I kept doing it and
doing it.’
‘What I liked was that my map was about the stuff I like doing and the places I go to a lot.’
Field trip
Having invited the young people to express their perceptions of the local area, we
explored the environments around the rivers. Where possible we walked along their
banks, making notes and taking photos as we observed their courses, got a sense of
local waterways history, looked and listened out for wildlife and began to visualise how
the rivers might change in the future.

Participant making notes on the field trip

Participants’ concertina book pages
Colliter’s Brook is culverted under Greville Smyth Park and the children doused with
hazel rods to see if they could locate the culvert, and used lengths of parachute silk to
mark out the river’s route before it was sent underground. As they did this they played
with the silk, spontaneously ‘becoming’ the river and - for a brief but magical moment - it
was brought back into daylight.

Participants ’being’ the river

The Malago flows through an industrialized area and has been engineered to serve
smelting works, tanneries and other factories. As we walked along its banks we talked
about pollution, climate change, flood management, wildlife habitat, and whose
responsibility it is to look after our local waterways.

Shopping trolley in the Malago
Making planning maps: imagining future waterways
One of the schools focused on the area around Clarke Street, which is currently going
through a contentious planning consultation. Will, a member of WHaM, the local
community planning group, came and talked with the children who were inspired by the
presentation of his work as a landscape architect. They thought about sustainable
drainage and studied examples of daylighting projects elsewhere in the world. The
children then brought these elements together with those considered in previous sessions
i.e. their places of importance and thoughts about access, wildlife, pollution and flooding,
and came up with plans for how they would like to see the river and its surrounding
environment developed in the future.
Using tracing paper laid over satellite maps of the area, the children worked collectively to
create their designs, negotiating with each other to reach decisions. They had some very
innovative ideas that clearly demonstrated their desire for green spaces and a more childfriendly and playful city and their visions included:
• Planting to increase wildlife habitats
• Wildlife observations sites e.g. bird hides, underground tunnels and an insect
museum
• Water features including ponds, bridges, fountains and a rain-fed swimming pool
• Flood management systems e.g. green roofs and a wetlands adventure
playground on stilts
• Public art including an outdoor photo gallery, and sculpture made from rubbish
pulled from the river
• The children thought about how homeless people currently living by the river could
be catered for and included elements such as a homeless shelter and a food bank
into their designs.
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Sharing the children’s River Visions
We showed the planning maps to the older people to see what they made of them. They
were interested and intrigued by the inventive nature of the young people’s proposals and
agreed that the children’s thoughts and opinions should be heard.
Feedback from older people
‘They are the planners of the future.’
‘They’ve got imagination, I love children like that...’
‘They see things in a different light.’

Sharing the children’s planning maps with the older people’s group
The children’s engagement in the planning process was reflected in the high quality of
their work, and their innovative ideas prompted us to share their visions further afield. We
invited local councillors and people professionally involved in community consultations,
planning, development and ecology to join the children’s families and staff for a
presentation of their work.
Audience feedback from River Visions presentation
‘Very interesting. Demonstrated the complex issues that planning/development need to
consider in this area.’
Richard White, Urbis Living (dveloper)
‘Very inspiring. Highlights their longing for nature connection and builds eco awareness.’
Parent
‘We must make at least some of these ideas happen.’
Ben Barker, GBCP, Let’s Walk Bedminster, BS3 Planning

‘I loved the multiple issues considered and how they are interdependent: property,
children, wildlife, water, play, education - so thoughtful!’
Lucy Whittle, Labour Councillor, Windmill Hill ward
‘They clearly learned a lot and thought deeply about the environment. This is so important
because people often
feel they don’t have any influence or say locally.’
Nick Townsend, WHaM neighbourhood planning group
‘Very important that adults understand the child’s viewpoint.’
Stephen Clarke, Green Councillor, Southville ward
Working with stakeholders
‘Meaningful’ co-production was at the heart of our approach. So the project worked
throughout its three years with local organisations in South Bristol to explore the
connections, disconnections and possible reconnections with people and environment
through this virtual ‘daylighting’.
These stakeholders contributed their specialist knowledges and experiences, their maps
and historical technical documents, and their local networks, in the building of a diverse
‘learning community’ around virtual daylighting in citizen/community engagement. In
these engagements, we worked with the approach of ‘conveying our processes’ through
‘experiencing our processes’. So stakeholders and the academic team participated in the
creative mapping, and in daylighting engagements with communities – sharing specialist
knowledge. Effective co-working and building of mutual capital with diverse stakeholders
was considered important for the project’s legacy – both in South Bristol but also in wider
Bristol as a ‘Water City’.

Stakeholder’s map 1

Stakeholder’s map 2
River Visions exhibition
We chose Windmill Hill City Farm, a community hub, as the location for our River Visions
exhibition, which was designed to illustrate our participatory process and engage with as
many people as possible. This was done by having a range of potential access points to
catch people’s interest and these elements included:
• a nature table style display of river ephemera
• participants’ personal landmarks maps
• young people’s planning maps
• a slide show of the process
• older people’s stories illustrated and located on a map
• Luci’s project journals
• historical maps of the local area
• invitation to make and add your own mp to the display.

‘Nature table’ in River Visions exhibition

Audience member looking at maps in River Visions exhibition
We ran sessions for our participating groups, and did a walk up the Malago, taking
photographs and talking to people we met about their relationships with the river. Luci
made a book of these conversations and added it to the exhibition.
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Audience feedback for River Visions exhibition
‘This exhibition is absolutely beautiful! What a wonderful collection of ideas, memories,
history, sounds and images it has brought to the surface. We have been working with
volunteers to clear up a forgotten little corner between the farm back gate and the Malago
on Clarke Street. I will send all the volunteers to see the exhibition to help them
appreciate the space even more. Thank you!’
Susan Barker, Community Gardens Manager, Windmill Hill City Farm

‘We spent a lovely hour here this morning, enjoying all the stories and illustrations. We
found Luci’s DAYLIGHTING book very interesting and it brought back lots of memories.
We hope lots of future generations derive pleasure from The Malago just as we did.’
Bob and Shirley Gibbs, participants from Memories of Be’minster
‘Very thoroughly presented – contents as collated from them that knew for the present
and future to see. Presentation in hand writing, as now computerized, gives the history a
solid background. The pictorial from verbal description is the finest of recent publications.’
Colin Griffin, participant from Memories of Be’minster
‘It’s been fantastic to see the community exhibition space used so well for what it was
intended. Local people showing their work in a community setting – it’s been the perfect
way to use the space.’
Steve Sayers, CEO, Windmill Hill City Farm
‘I love all the stories and memories of the area and the feeling of being inside the river!
Emma Grant
Conclusions
Luci Gorell Barnes: project artist
Having worked on this project I think about and notice rivers much more. I find myself
photographing and drawing them, and floating things on their ever-changing surfaces.
When I cross the Cut I stop to look at the glistening silver mud, and as I walk over the
culverts I imagine the water flowing in the dark under my feet. I have started Tidal Village
on the Severn Estuary in which I am making my own explorations around flooding and
loss.

Tidal Village, Luci Gorell Barnes

Owain Jones, Principal Investigator
The Daylighting strand achieved a number of things for the Hydrocitizenship project. It
has shown the parts of Bristol that we worked in have very rich sets of ideas, stories and
memories about the local water courses. It has shown that these stories can be
accessed, developed, mapped, illustrated and shared by working with individuals and
groups in settings such as schools and community centres. Academic researchers,
working with skilled, committed and embedded artists and community workers can really
help bring stories to life and get people to think about past, present and future water
assets and issues in the city, and this, in turn, can play a role in developing a sense of
place which values water, nature, and environment in shared ways.
Katherine Phillips, Research Associate
Using hidden local waterways as a participant in the project, we engaged people in
conversations about their local area over time: the past as they remembered it, the
present, the future... The process involved making the matter personal and intimate. It
involved self-reflection on how each of the participants connected with water, but most
significantly it involved doing, discussing, designing and making. In this way we sought to
focus on a type of relationship between the participants, the place and each other, from
one of consumerism (of space and knowledge, as well as of things) to one of active
citizenship.
Lindsey McEwen, Lead Researcher
So what did we learn about ‘daylighting’ as an idea and creative process for citizens, their
communities, their local rivers and the people and organisations that work with them to
promote sustainable environments and livelihoods? Our daylighting process highlighted:
• the importance of approaching peoples’ local water relations ‘in the round’ and
obliquely
• the potential role of participatory creative mapping in working with local people to
‘surface’ their local knowledges, experiences and perceptions
• the value of ‘river visioning’ as a way of unleashing imagination to think about
possible futures not only for self, but also for other people and environment
• the potential of such mapping, working with both older and younger people, as a
way in to (re)connecting groups – dispelling myths, sharing water stories, creating
legacies
• the significance of surfacing local ‘water stories’ (past, present and future) for
active citizenship in more sustainable local relationships with urban rivers, and in
making a difference locally.
This ‘capital’ is needed to help manage local resources, water risks (floods, droughts,
water quality) and build community resilience in future ‘Water Cities’. Our process never
aimed to physically de-culvert the Malago or Colliter’s Brook; it does, however, provide a
resource for collectively and inclusively exploring future possibilities, by putting people
and their rivers at the heart of the process. We explored the value of surfacing and
sharing knowledge about changing river relationships, and visions for future rivers
between younger and older generations within a river catchment.

